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Leap of Faith: How To Build Your Spiritual Business.There has never been a better time to launch

and grow your spiritual business than right now! There is a shift in consciousness and people want

clarity and they want it now. They are online searching right now for someone with your unique

spiritual skills and talents to help them overcome obstacles, discover solutions to their problems and

have a higher quality of life.If youâ€™re a spiritual entrepreneur just starting out or wanting to grow

your business exponentially, then youâ€™re in the right place.Thousands of spiritual entrepreneurs

have tried to launch their small business and many have failed; theyâ€™ve failed due to not having

the tools to help them attract their perfect tribe, how to stand out in the industry, how to build a

professional brand, how to position themselves as the expert, how to set up the foundation of an

online business, how to automate their business, how to show the world their unique gifts and so

much more!What if you had a â€œStart-Upâ€•Playbook that contained not only proven strategies and

tactics to building your spiritual business, but also wisdom, inspiration, motivation and love? Do you

think that would change your life and the direction of your business?Leap of Faith: How To Build

Your Spiritual Business was written by Colby Psychic Rebel with love to give you the inspiration,

strategy and tactics to start, grow and build your business the right way.Many entrepreneurs learn

by trial and error, which is exhausting and the road often leads to failure because they donâ€™t

know what they donâ€™t know. What smart entrepreneurs do is get guidance and mentorship from

others who have gone before them and they follow a blueprint. Experts invest in other experts. Leap

of Faith: How To Build Your Spiritual Business is the blueprint youâ€™ve been searching for that

contains a powerful step-by-step plan of action on exactly how to quickly build and grow your

spiritual practice. People are online searching for you right now. The question is: Are they able to

find you?Most spiritual entrepreneurs are good at their â€œmodalitiesâ€•, but need help on the

business side of things which involves:*sales,*marketing,*money

management,*automation,*website building,*social media,*legal requirements,*tax deductions and

so much more!This book will teach you all of the above and so much MORE!You wonâ€™t find any

book on the market like Leap of Faith: How To Build Your Spiritual Business because it doesnâ€™t

exist. This book was written from one Spiritual Light-Worker to anotherâ€¦YOU! You were

â€œcalledâ€• to share your spiritual gifts with the world and the world awaits you now more than

ever. Itâ€™s time for you to move into your brilliant power and shine! Itâ€™s time for you to become

an unstoppable Light-Worker for your dreams and desires. You have been called to FLY! You can

play it safe or you can put on your wings and flyâ€¦the choice is up to you. This book is a guide for

your inner and outer success! Letâ€™s start our journey togetherâ€¦"Leap of Faith: How To Build



Your Spiritual Business is an essential guide for anyone who is stepping into the spiritual world but

needs to grasp the business reality! Colby is able to take you through, guiding you step by step,

while intertwining the spiritual element"- Lisa Williams, author of Survival of the Soul, Internationally

Acclaimed Medium & Clairvoyant
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Colby does a very thorough job of helping the spiritual light worker figure out how to set up their

business with specific details. Most of us LOVE being lightworkers, but don't necessarily excel in the

business end of it; so if thinking about accounting and whether to set up a partnership or LLC makes

you break into a sweat (like it did me), this is a terrific book for you. I truly appreciate the short

chapters and adorable illustrations that kept me engaged and interested, while still being able to the

get information I needed. It's a keeper!

Leap of Faith is a real game changer. Colby is no nonsense and delivers easy to follow steps in an

area that hasn't been addressed in the past! This book is needed and wanted in this community

because most of us are only taught and focused on the healing aspects of what we do for our



clients and we don't know anything about the business end of our business! I'm so grateful to her for

helping me make my work a happy place that I look forward to going to each day!Monica Hershaft

ACT NRT, NC, HHP owner MLH Wellness

"Leap of Faith" by Colby Psychic Rebel is so user friendly ! The way the author has laid out the

information in a series of sequential steps simplifies the facts as she simply guides her reader

through the process of establishing an ethical spiritual practice. It allows the reader to see what it

would truly require of them to take their passion from hobby to career. No more guessing ! Instant

answers! The information in this book could also serve as a reminder for those doing the work

already. It could be beneficial to review how they do business making sure they are compliant with

the laws that govern. Thank you Colby for gifting everyone with new practical tips for their spiritual

tool boxes ! I think everyone should order two; one for themselves and one as a gift !

LOVED IT! This book is totally no nonsense, and gets right to the point, just what you'd expect from

Colby.. no sugar coating or fluff just hands down "This is what you do". (And she definitely has the

experience) From branding, marketing, EIN numbers, taxes and even what to put on your business

cards. The type of things we "spiritual" people don't love to make time for but definitely need to. This

book makes it way easier to deal with, handle and check off your to do list. Thanks Colby! :)

I just got my book this morning and I can't stop reading it already. So much helpful information for

anyone in the Spiritual Business, and it's easy to read and understand. Colby is so straight forward

and great at getting the information we need in this book. As I own a Metaphysical Book Store, I am

sure to be stocking my shelves with this book. Thank you Colby!

This book is great for important tips and tricks to starting and building upon your business. Colby

provides a laundry list of things to consider so you can have a well rounded and most importantly

successful business. And as a consumer, I want to take advice from someone who knows what they

are talking about, who has made a few mistakes on the road to success, and who is very

successful. Very happy with my purchase.

Colby is an amazing author! She's a inspiration in so many ways!! She's got an incredible heart and

soul. This book got released just in time to help me on my journey into the spiritual world. It's very

hard starting a spiritual path based business. This book really helped me see things in a different



light. I drew so much inspiration from it! Thank you

What a great book for anyone wanting to start a spiritual practice or really any business. I initially

wondered if I was going to feel overwhelmed reading this. Not at all. It's written so down to earth,

simply and easy to read, it just flows. Things are included that I would have never thought of. Colby

sure has walked the walk to get us all to a great place with our practice by ironing out the wrinkles

along the way. Get this book! You'll absolutely love it.
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